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Abstrat. In this paper we investigate the timed release of standard

digital signatures, and demonstrate how to do it for RSA, Shnorr and

DSA signatures. Suh signatures, one released, annot be distinguished

from signatures of the same type obtained without a timed release, mak-

ing it transparent to an observer of the end result. While previous work

has allowed timed release of signatures, these have not been standard,

but speial-purpose signatures.

Building on the reent work by Boneh and Naor on timed ommitments,

we introdue the notion of a reusable time-line, whih, besides allowing

the release of standard signatures, lowers the session osts of existing

timed appliations.

1 Introdution

While probably the most important pillar of ryptography is the believed ex-

istene of hard problems, the notion of moderately hard problems also bears

promise. A moderately hard problem is one whih is not omputationally infea-

sible to solve, but also not easy. Sine Dwork and Naor introdued the notion

for purposes of spam protetion [DN92℄, onsiderable researh has gone into the

area, and the methods have been re�ned. A �rst type of work relating to timing

mehanisms is that of proposing and developing suitable primitives, for whih

good lower bounds an be developed. Another avenue of researh relates to appli-

ations that use timed mehanisms. This paper makes progress in both of these

areas by extending the reent work of Boneh and Naor on timed ommitments

and timed signatures [BN00℄ to (1) allow for the reuse of their proposed timed

struture, thus ahieving lower session osts, and (2) allow for the robust timed

release of standard signatures.

Bakground and motivation. We will follow the onvention and refer to shemes

with a moderately hard omputational \trigger" as timed, sine the e�ort in-

volved relates losely to the time of performing the omputation, and, funtion-

ally speaking, it is often the time rather than the e�ort that is relevant. To this

end, primitives have been proposed that do not allow for easy parallelization of



the problem solving. This shifts the emphasis from a global omputational e�ort

to the loal e�ort, whih is more losely related to atual time than to CPU time.

For this purpose, problems based on modular exponentiation are believed to be

good, as onsiderable e�ort has been invested in �nding eÆient exponentiation

algorithms, and it is believed to be a problem not well suited for parallelization.

For this reason, and following [RSW96,BN00℄, we base our work on iterated

squaring.

While the omputational lower bounds for the problem solver are paramount,

and have been the fous of previous researh, the omputational osts of the prob-

lem generator (resp., the solution veri�er) have not reeived the same attention.

One fous of our paper is to urb the omputational osts to generate and ver-

ify problems, while maintaining other desirable properties (suh as protetion

against parallel attaks). Of these two osts, it is the problem generation ost

that is the most diÆult to redue, and that whih we onentrate on. We in-

trodue the notion of reusable time-lines, whih allow an amortization of the

generation osts. With this bene�t, we also get a redued ommuniation om-

plexity, as large portions of the interation and veri�ation an be performed at

setup, rather than at eah session.

The resulting primitive an be used to reah a new goal: the timed release

of standard digital signatures. While previous work has allowed timed release

of signatures [Sha84,FS86,BN00℄, these have not been standard signatures, but

speial-purpose signatures. The robustness properties of our reusable time-lines

allow us to get timed release of standard signatures; we show how to do it

for RSA, DSS and Shnorr signatures. Suh signatures, one released, annot be

distinguished from signatures of the same type obtained without a timed release.

This makes the timed release transparent to an observer of the end result, and

allows for an integration of timed release in legay systems.

Our methods allow for easy integration with fair exhange methods, and they

an also be used to obtain timed esrowing of iphertexts (whether in onjuntion

with additional deryption keys or without). Suh releases are eÆient if ertain

enryption shemes (e.g., ElGamal) are employed. In this extended abstrat we

will onentrate on the signatures appliation.

Prior and related work. We already mentioned the work of Dwork and Naor [DN92℄

on moderately hard funtions, whih they use to ombat junk mail.

1

The idea

of \sending information into the future" is attributed to May [May93℄, who dis-

ussed several appliations, mainly in the ontext of enrypting information.

Timed primitives have been designed for ryptographi key esrow. In [Sha95℄,

Shamir suggested to esrow only partially a DES key, so that to reover the whole

key, the government would need to �rst obtain the esrowed bits of the key, and

then searh exhaustively for the remaining bits. A problem with this type of

approah is that the searh an be parallelized, thus making it diÆult to give

a preise bound on the number of steps needed for the reovery. Bellare and

1

In this extended abstrat, we only review time-related work that is more losely

related to ours.



Goldwasser [BG96,BG97℄ later suggested the notion of \time apsules" for key

esrowing in order to deter widespread wiretapping, and where a major issue is

the veri�ation at esrow time that the right key will be reovered.

In another line of work, Rivest, Shamir and Wagner [RSW96℄ suggested

\time-lok puzzles" for enrypting data, where the goal is to design puzzles that

are \intrinsially sequential," and thus, putting omputers to work together in

parallel does not speed up �nding the solution. They base their onstrution on

a problem that seems to satisfy that: modular exponentiation. In their work,

however, no measures are taken to verify that the puzzle an be unloked in the

desired time.

Using a funtion similar to that of [RSW96℄, Boneh and Naor [BN00℄ suggest

the notion of (veri�able) timed ommitments, an extension to the standard notion

of ommitments in whih a potential fored opening phase permits the reeiver

to reover (with e�ort) the ommitted value vithout the help of the ommitter.

They show how to use timed ommitments to improve a variety of appliations

involving time, inluding timed signatures, ontrat signing, honesty-preserving

autions, and onurrent zero-knowledge. Their notion and onstrution of timed

ommitments is the starting point for our work.

Our work. More spei�ally, we build on the Boneh-Naor struture for timed

ommitments. We all this struture a \time-line." In a nutshell, a time-line

is a vetor of elements, where eah element is obtained by iterated squaring

of the previous element. The time-line is represented by its endpoints, and the

ommitment it orresponds to is a value on the line. This value an be omputed

by iterated squaring of one of the values representing the time-line.

2

A �rst ontribution of our paper is the notion of derived time-lines, whih

are time-lines that are obtained by \shifting" of a master time-line. The bene�t

of doing this is that while expensive proofs are needed to verify the orret-

ness of time-lines in [BN00℄ for eah ommitment, we only have to perform this

omputation one (during a setup phase), after whih a muh simpler (and less

expensive) veri�ation of orret shifting an be used. Derived time-lines are

\bakwards ompatible," in the sense that they an be readily used to solve the

same problems addressed in [BN00℄.

Moreover, our onstrution allows for another appliation. The seond { and

main { ontribution of our work is the use of our derived time-lines (and the

orresponding ommitments) for a robust release of signatures. While the signa-

tures released in [BN00℄ are \speial-purpose" signatures (designed with a timed

release in mind), we an release standard signatures. Essentially, we use the om-

mitted value from the time-line as a \blinding" fator for the signature [Cha82℄.

However, providing the \onnetive tissue" between the time-line omponent

and the signature omponent of the timed signature protool is an important

element of our onstrution. We demonstrate this by exhibiting a timed release

2

In [BN00℄ this vetor is used to perform timed ommitments to arbitrary strings.

Thus, what we all a (ommitment to a) time-line is a simpler building blok: given

the time-line the ommitted value is �xed; we elaborate on this onwards.



of RSA, Shnorr and DSA signatures. For RSA signatures, we require for sim-

pliity that the party releasing the signature (the ommitter) has generated the

signature, while the release protools for Shnorr and DSA signatures allow the

release of signatures generated by third parties; we show how to do the third

party release for RSA in the full version of the paper. Allowing the timed release

of signatures by parties other than the signer may be a bene�ial property in

payment shemes, among other appliations.

Organization of the paper. The ryptographi tools and assumptions that are

used in our onstrutions are given in Setion 2. The notion of a time-line and

the protool for new time-line generation and ommitment are presented in Se-

tion 3. The de�nition of timed release of a standard signature, together with the

protools for timed RSA, Shnorr and DSA signatures, are given in Setion 4.

2 Cryptographi Tools and Assumptions

Let N be a Blum integer, i.e., N = pq, where p and q are distint primes eah

ongruent to 3 mod 4. Reall the notion of a Blum-Blum-Shub (BBS) sequene

x

0

; x

1

; � � � ; x

n

, with x

0

= g

2

(mod N) for a random g 2 Z

N

, and x

i

= x

i�1

2

(mod N), 1 � i � n. It is shown in [BBS86℄ that the sequene de�ned by taking

the least signi�ant bit of the elements above is polynomial-time unpreditable

(unpreditable to the left and to the right), provided the quadrati residuosity

assumption (QRA) holds.

The generalized BBS assumption. In [BN00℄, Boneh and Naor postulate the

following generalization of unpreditability of BBS-type sequenes. Let N and g

be as above, and k an integer suh that l < k < u. Then given the vetor

< g

2

; g

4

; g

16

; : : : ; g

2

2

i

; : : : ; g

2

2

k�1

; g

2

2

k

> (modN); (1)

the (l; u; Æ; �) generalized BBS assumption states that no PRAM algorithm whose

running time is less than Æ �2

k

an distinguish the element g

2

2

k+1

from a random

quadrati residue R

2

, with probability larger than �. The bound l preludes the

parallelization of the omputation, while the bound u preludes the feasibility

of omputing square roots through fatoring. We refer to [BN00℄ for further

details.

Equality of disrete logs. Our onstrutions will be using (statistial) proofs of

knowledge (PK) of equality of two disrete logs modulo the same number (say,

n), or in di�erent moduli. Proofs for equality modulo the same number have been

onsidered in [CEvdG87,CP92,Bao98℄. We will use EQLOG-1(x; n) to refer to

these proofs.

Proofs for equality of two (or more) disrete logs (alternatively, a disrete log

and a ommitted number, or two ommitted numbers) in di�erent moduli have

been onsidered in [BT99,CM99℄. Spei�ally, and following [BT99℄, let t, l and



s be three seurity parameters, and let n

1

be a large omposite number whose

fatorization is unknown to the prover, and n

2

be another large number, prime

or omposite whose fatorization is known or unknown to the prover. Let g

1

be

an element of large order of Z

�

n

1

and h

1

be an element of the group generated

by g

1

suh that both the disrete logarithm of g

1

in base h

1

and the disrete

logarithm of h

1

in base g

1

are unknown to the prover. Let g

2

be an element of

large order of Z

�

n

2

. Assume that the prover knows an integer x 2 f0; : : : ; bg. It

is shown in [BT99,CM99℄ how to give an eÆient (non-interative) statistial

proof of knowlege

PK(x; r

1

: y

1

= g

x

1

h

r

1

1

mod n

1

^ y

2

= g

x

2

mod n

2

);

where r

1

is randomly seleted from f�2

s

n

1

+ 1; : : : ; 2

s

n

1

� 1g, and where om-

pleteness holds with probability at least 1� 2

�l

and soundness holds with prob-

ability at least 1� 2

�(t�1)

. We will use EQLOG-2(x; n

1

; n

2

) as a short form for

the above proof. The role of n

1

, whose fatorization is unknown to the prover,

is that of a \helper" modulus, and an be onstruted as in [CM99℄. In our

onstrutions we will omit a referene to the helper modulus for simpliity.

Regarding the size of x, however, what is proven is that x 2 [�2

t+l

b; 2

t+l

b℄ {

i.e., an O(2

t+l

) expansion rate. In our appliations, we will have the additional

requirement that the disrete log lie in a spei� bounded range, whih leads us

to the next building blok.

Proof that a disrete log lies in an interval. The idea of heking whether

a ommitted integer lies in a spei� interval has many ryptographi appli-

ations. It was �rst developed in [BCDvdG87℄, and has been later studied

in [CFT98,CM99,Mao98,Bou00℄. In [Bou00℄, Boudot presents an eÆient method

to prove that a ommitted number x 2 I belongs to I , and not to a larger interval

(i.e., an expansion rate of 1).

Spei�ally, let t, l and s be three seurity parameters, and let n

1

be a large

omposite number whose fatorization is unknown to the prover, as above. Let

integer x 2 [a; b℄ and y

1

= g

1

x

h

1

r

1

mod n

1

, where r

1

is randomly seleted from

f�2

s

n

1

+ 1; : : : ; 2

s

n

1

� 1g. It is shown in [Bou00℄ how to give an eÆient (non-

interative) statistial proof of knowlege

PK(x; r

1

: y

1

= g

1

x

h

1

r

1

mod n

1

^ x 2 [a; b℄):

Combined with the proof of knowledge of disrete logs in di�erent moduli

mentioned before, the above protool an be used to prove that a disrete log-

arithm modulo p (a prime number or a omposite number whose fatorization

is known to the prover) belongs to an interval. Refer to [Bou00℄ for details. We

use INTVL(x 2 [a; b℄) as a short form for the above proof.

3 Time-Lines

In this setion we de�ne the notions of a time-line and the ommitment to a

time-line. In a nutshell, a time-line is the partial desription of a BBS sequene,



as given by the input vetor (1) in the generalized BBS assumption. In [BN00℄

this vetor is used to perform timed ommitments

3

to arbitrary strings. The

simpler building blok of a time-line ommitment (de�ned below) will be useful

for this paper's main result, namely, the timed release of standard signatures

(Setion 4); it will also allow us to make timed ommitments (as well as the

other appliations in [BN00℄) more eÆient (Setion 3.2).

LetN be a Blum integer and g an element of large odd order inZ

�

N

(see [BN00℄

for ways for hoosing g so as to guarantee this). A value-hiding time-line (time-

line for short) is a partial desription of a BBS sequene, given by the sub-

sequene fg

2

2

i

g

k

i=0

(mod N). We all the value g

2

2

k

�1

the time-line's hidden

value.

4

Informally, we say that a value lies on a time-line if it an be obtained

by iterated squaring of the time-line's start value.

Now the notion of a (T; t; �) time-line ommitment naturally follows. It en-

ables the ommitter to give the reeiver a timed ommitment to a hidden value.

At a later time, she an reveal this value and prove that it's the orret one.

However, in ase the ommitter fails to reveal it, the reeiver an spend time T

and retrieve it.

As in the ase of the timed ommitment of [BN00℄, a (T; t; �) time-line om-

mitment onsists of three phases: the ommit phase, where the ommitter om-

mits to the time-line's hidden value by giving the reeiver the desription of the

time-line and a proof of its well-formedness; the open phase, where the ommit-

ter reveals information to the reeiver that allows him to ompute the hidden

value | and be onvined that this is indeed the ommitted value; and the

fored open phase, whih takes plae when the ommitter refuses to exeute

the open phase; in this ase, the reeiver exeutes an algorithm that allows him

to retrieve the hidden value, and produes a proof that this is indeed the value.

A time-line ommitment sheme must satisfy the following seurity on-

straints:

Binding: The value ommitted to is uniquely de�ned by the ommitment. In

partiular, it is not possible to open up the ommitment to a value other

than that whih will be obtained by the fored opening of the ommitment

(orresponding to the iterated squaring of the time-line's starting value.)

Soundness: After reeiving the time-line, the reeiver is onvined that the

fored open phase will produe the hidden value in time T .

Privay: Every PRAM algorithm whose running time is at most t < T on

polynomially many proessors, given the transript of the time-line ommit

protool as input, will sueed in omputing the time-line's hidden value

with probability at most �.

Proving the well-formedness of a time-line, as desribed below, involves a

omputational e�ort. However, one a time-line is established and its proper-

3

A timed ommitment is an extension to the standard notion of ommitments in

whih a potential fored opening phase permits the reeiver to reover (with e�ort)

the ommitted value vithout the help of the ommitter [BN00℄.

4

The notion easily extends to more (polynomially many) hidden values. For simpliity,

we just onsider one, as this will be enough for our main appliation.



ties veri�ed (all it the master time-line), we an generate subsequent time-line

ommitments at a low ost. Intuitively, the idea is for the ommitter to reate

a new time-line from the master time-line by applying a seret transformation

value { the shifting fator { to the end points of the master time-line, in suh a

way that veri�ation of the new time-line's properties is easy. We now present

the protools for time-line ommitment in more detail.

3.1 Our time-line ommitment protool

During the ommitment setup phase below, the master time-line is established

and its well-formedness proven. The setup proess follows the ommitment pro-

tool of [BN00℄ almost verbatim, exept for modi�ations that are needed for the

subsequent, and derived, time-line ommitments. (These modi�ations make it

possible to use (and re-use) the time-lines for transparent release of standard

signatures, as will be shown later.)

Setup. Let T = 2

k

be an integer, and N as de�ned above, i.e., N = pq for p; q

two random n-bit primes suh that p = q = 3 mod 4. We assume N is a publily

known modulus, assoiated either with time-line ommitments in general, or

with time-line ommitments from one partiular user. The generator g of the

master time-line is hosen so that the largest prime divisor of the order of g

in Z

�

N

is large. Spei�ally, in [BN00℄ the party performing the setup piks a

random f 2 Z

N

and omputes g = f

(

Q

p

i=1

q

n

i

)

mod N , where q

1

; q

2

; � � � ; q

p

are

all the primes less than some bound B. Upon reeiving f and g the reeiver is

assured that the order of g in Z

�

N

is not divisible by any primes smaller than

B. Next, the following steps are performed by the party generating the master

time-line.

1. Compute master time-line. Compute M

i

= g

2

2

i

mod N , 0 � i � k, m

1st

=

g

2

2

k

�1

mod N , and m

2nd

= g

2

2

k

�2

mod N .

If the party knows '(N) (as in the ase where a trusted party generates

the master time-line), this omputation an be performed by omputing

a

i

= 2

2

i

mod '(N) and then M

i

= g

a

i

mod N . If '(N) is unknown to the

party, then it an be performed by iterated squaring.

2. Prove well-formedness. Generate a proof that M

i

= g

2

2

i

mod N , for 0 �

i � k. This is done by showing that eah triple < g;M

i

;M

i+1

>, 0 � i <

k � 1, is of the form < g; g

x

; g

x

2

>, for some x.

5

3. Output master time-line. Output fM

i

g

k

i=0

, m

1st

and m

2nd

, along with the

above proof of well-formedness, whih we assume is non-interative. Before

using the master time-line, any party heks that m

2nd

2

= m

1st

(modN),

m

1st

2

=M

k

(modN), and that the proof is orret.

5

These k proofs are based on the lassial zero-knowledge proof that a tuple is a DiÆe-

Hellman tuple, take fours rounds, and an be performed in parallel { see [BN00℄ for

details. The requirement that the smallest prime divisor of g's order is large is needed

for the soundness of these zero-knowledge proofs [CP92℄; see also [GMP01℄.



We now show how to generate a new time-line based on the master time-line.

Commit phase. The ommitter performs the following steps:

1. Choose shifting fator. The ommitter piks at random a value � 2 Z

~'

,

where ~' = '(N) is used if known, and otherwise ~' = bN � 2

p

N.

2. Compute new time-line. The ommitter omputes h = g

�

,R

k�1

= (M

k�1

)

�

,

r

aux

= (m

2nd

)

�

, r = (m

1st

)

�

, and R

k

= (M

k

)

�

(modN). He outputs h,

R

k�1

and R

k

, and keeps r and r

aux

seret. r is the new time-line's hidden

value. (r

aux

will be used in our timed signature appliation of Setion 4.)

3. Prove well-formedness of new time-line. The ommitter proves to the re-

eiver that

log

g

h = log

M

k�1

R

k�1

= log

M

k

R

k

(= �);

i.e., that the new time-line is orretly derived from the master time-line.

He uses EQLOG-1(�;N) for this proof.

Sometimes we will use TL

�

to refer to the time-line generated from the

master time-line by applying �, and TL

�

(r) to refer to the ommitment to the

time-line's hidden value. We will drop the subsript when lear from the ontext.

Open phase. The ommitter sends � and f

0

= f

2

(2

k

�1)

to the veri�er, who

omputes r = (f

0�

)

Q

p

i=1

q

n

i

mod N , and heks that h = g

�

mod N and r

2

=

R

k

mod N . At this point the reeiver has a square root of R

k

. Having odd order

ensures that r is in the subgroup generated by h.

Fored open phase. The user omputes r from R

k�1

by repeated squaring mod

N ; spei�ally, 2

k

� 2 operations.

Theorem 1. Assume the hardness of the disrete logarithm problem and that

the (l; u; Æ; �) generalized BBS assumption holds. Then, for k > l, the sheme

above is a seure (T; t; �) time-line ommitment sheme with t = Æ � 2

k

and

T = M(u) � 2

k

, where M(u) is the time it takes to square modulo an u-bit

number.

Proof (sketh). Note that, by onstrution, the order of h does not have any

small prime divisors. Thus, the EQLOG-1 proofs in step 3 of the ommit phase

guarantee that h, R

k�1

and R

k

lie on the new time-line. This gives soundness

sine it proves that the beginnings of the time-lines (g, resp., h) are related to

eah other like the ends of the time-lines (g

2

2

k

, resp., R

k

). Thus, if the master

time-line is orret, so is the derived time-line, sine it establishes that R

k

= h

2

2

k

.

For the binding property, during the open phase, the reeiver reeives f

0

whih leads to r satisfying r

2

= R

k

mod N . Furthermore, r has odd order in

Z

�

N

. During the ommit phase, the veri�er is also assured that h has odd order

in Z

�

N

, and that R

k

is in the subgroup generated by h (soundness property).

The laim then follows sine R

k

has a unique square root in the subgroup (odd

order), and in Z

�

N

there an be at most one square root of R

k

of odd order.



For privay, the generalized BBS assumption protets from omputing r from

R

k�1

in a number of operations signi�antly less than 2

k

squarings, and the

diÆulty of fatoring from omputing it from R

k

; the hardness of the disrete

logarithm problem prevents any information about � to be leaked.

3.2 EÆieny and appliations of time-line ommitments

In [BN00℄, Boneh and Naor show how time-lines an be used for a variety of

appliations involving time, inluding timed ommitments, timed (non-standard)

signatures, ontrat signing, olletive oin ipping, honesty-preserving autions,

and onurrent zero-knowledge. Spei�ally, to perform a timed ommitment to

a message m of length ` (assume for simpliity that ` � jN j), the ommitter

hides the message by omputing 

i

= m

i

� g

2

2

k

�i

, 1 � i � `, and sends  to the

reeiver together with the time-line parameters.

The timed signature sheme of [BN00℄ is obtained from the timed ommit-

ment sheme above as follows. To obtain a timed signature on a message m,

the signer �rst performs a timed ommitment to a random seret string m

0

, thus

obtaining 

0

, and then signs the pair (m; 

0

) { all this signature Sig(m; 

0

). Upon

retrieving m

0

from the ommitment's open (or fored open) phase, the veri�er

submits the triple < m

0

; 

0

; Sig(m; 

0

) > as the proof of a valid signature on m.

Note that our time-line ommitments (alternatively, derived time-lines) de-

sribed above an be used in the same way to obtain timed ommitments to

arbitrary strings (resp., timed signatures), at the expense of an additional hard-

ness assumption. The eÆieny gains, however, will be substantial, as we would

essentially perform the large portion of the work only one, in the setup session,

and then amortize the ost of this over many re-uses of the master time-line.

More spei�ally, to prove the well-formedness of a time-line of \length" k (i.e.,

requiring T = 2

k

work) the original Boneh-Naor sheme requires to repeat many

times a protool with k proofs of equality of disrete logs. This is the same

ost that our time-line ommitment setup phase inurs (step 2 of setup phase).

However, one the setup is performed and the master time-line established, we

only perform two suh equality of disrete log proofs for eah time-line re-use

(spei�ally, to prove the onsistent appliation of the shifting fator �). The

open phases, whether fored or standard, have very similar omplexity in the

two shemes.

In the next setion, we give another important appliation of time-line om-

mitments: how to generate timed signatures in a \transparent" way, i.e., with

no modi�ations to the arguments or de�nition of a valid signature.

4 Timed Release of Standard Signatures

Our approah to allow for the timed release of standard signatures (or other

ryptographi funtion) is to use the hidden value from the time-line ommit-

ment, r, as a blinding fator [Cha82℄ for the signature. However, in order to



obtain robustness for this operation, one has to prove that r is uniquely de�ned,

that is, obtainable from both fored and standard deommitment, and orretly

applied to blind the signature (or other funtion). Seondly, the prover has to

perform a signature-dependent proof that r is the blinding value used to derive

the blinded signature given to the reeiver, and thus, that the reeiver will be

able to obtain the unblinded signature one he has omputed or obtained the

blinding fator r. Sine operations will be taking plae in di�erent moduli, are

has to be taken here to rule out the possibility that a value ongruent to r, but

not equal to r, is used for the blinding. Before showing how these objetives are

ahieved, we give a more formal de�nition of our timed signature sheme.

Given a regular signature sheme that allows for blinding (e.g., RSA, Shnorr,

DSA), let Sig(m) denote the signature on messagem, generated with the signer's

private key, and whih veri�es with the signer's publi key. Our (T; t; �) timed

signature sheme will onsist of the following phases:

Commit phase: The signer performs a (T; t; �) time-line ommitment, and uses

the time-line's hidden value r to blind the signature | all it Sig

r

(m). The

signer gives the pair < TL(r); Sig

r

(m) > to the veri�er, together with the

proofs of well-formedness of the time-line, uniqueness of the blinding fator,

and orretness of the blinding operation.

Open phase: The signer reveals r by opening the time-line ommitment. The

veri�er uses r to unblind the signature and obtain Sig(m).

Fored open: The veri�er uses the fored open algorithm from the time-line

ommitment to retrieve r, and uses it to unblind the signature as above.

Note on blinding values. In the following, we desribe the blinding and reovery

of RSA, Shnorr and DSA signatures. For all of these, we note that the blinding

fator r that the veri�er obtains from the time-line ommitment is applied \as

is," i.e., without any modi�ation to make it an exponent of the right length;

in partiular, the exponent may be muh larger than the order of the group.

Similarly, in the preparation of the blinded signature, the blinding and all proofs

of orret blinding are performed with respet to this unredued value. While

the prover may in some instanes use a number not equal to r, but merely

ongruent, the struture of our proofs guarantee that the blinding and unblinding

portions anel out. Thus, the resulting unblinded signature is the expeted and

valid signature ommitted to. The fat that r is potentially muh larger than a

normal blinding fator for the partiular signature sheme only amounts to some

extra work in the blinding and the unblinding, and a skewing of the probability

distribution of blinding fators

6

6

Skews in the probability distributions of exponents have reently been shown to be

problemati, but only in situations with a very large reuse of the same exponent (suh

as repetitive signing) [Ble00℄. We note that eah blinding fator is used only one,

and on signatures whose distribution is (assumed to be) orret, and not a�eted

by the blinding. Therefore, the skewed distribution does not represent a seurity

onern here.



4.1 Timed RSA signatures

Before we reall the RSA parameters, we introdue some additional elements

that will be used in the proof of uniqueness of the blinding fator. (These will be

ommon to the other signature shemes.) Let N be the publily known modulus

assoiated with time-line ommitments from Setion 3.1. Let N

0

= N

2

be a

seond, auxiliary modulus, and g0 = N +1, as in [Pai99℄; reall that the order of

the subgroup generated by g0 is equal toN . We will be using g0 andN

0

to perform

auxiliary (standard) ommitments, whih in turn will allow us to establish the

desired relation between the time-line's hidden value and the blinding fator.

Now let n be an RSA modulus, (e; n) be the signer's publi key, and d his

seret key, hosen in suh that way that m

ed

= m mod n for all values m 2 Z

n

.

The signer's signature on a (hashed) message m is therefore s = m

d

mod n.

Commit phase. We assume for simpliity that the signer and the veri�er have

already done a time-line ommitment TL(r). The signer performs the following

steps:

1. Normal signature generation. Letm be the message to be signed. The signer

omputes s = m

d

mod n.

2. Appliation of blinding fator. The signer blinds the signature by omputing

~s = s

1=r

mod n, where r is the time-line's hidden value, and sends the pair

(m; ~s) to the veri�er.

3. Auxiliary ommitments and proof of uniqueness. The signer omputes

b

aux

= g0

r

aux

mod N

0

;

b = g0

r

mod N

0

; and

B = g0

R

k

mod N

0

:

The signer then proves that log

g0

b

aux

= log

b

aux

b (= r

aux

), using EQLOG-1-

(r

aux

; N

0

); that log

g0

b = log

b

B (= r), using EQLOG-1(r;N

0

); and that r

aux

lies in the right interval using INTVL(r

aux

2 [0; N � 1℄).

7

4. Proof of orret blinding. The veri�er omputes X = ~s

e

. The signer proves

that log

X

m = log

g0

b (= r), using EQLOG-2(r; n;N

0

), and that r lies in

the right interval using INTVL(r 2 [0; N � 1℄).

Open and fored open phases. The veri�er obtains r from the signer or

from the time-line fored open algorithm. He then unblinds the signature by

omputing s = ~s

r

mod n.

Theorem 2. Under the hardness of the disrete logarithm problem and the gen-

eralized BBS assumption, the sheme above is a (T; t; �) timed RSA signature

sheme.

7

Using the tehniques of [CDS94℄, some of these proofs an be ombined. Here we

present them separately for larity.



Proof (sketh). We �rst prove that the sheme is \binding," i.e., that after

suessful ompletion of the ommit phase, the reeiver is onvined that he

will be able to retrieve the orret signature. This will follow from the fat that

our time-line ommitment is binding (Theorem 1), a proof of uniqueness (the

same value ommitted to is used for the signature blinding), and a proof of

orret blinding (one retrieved, the value ommitted to will produe the orret

signature).

To see uniqueness, we �rst establish that the value from the auxiliary om-

mitment, all it r

0

, is the same as the value r hidden by the time-line (step

3 of the ommit phase). Note that the proofs that log

g0

b

aux

= log

b

aux

b and

INTVL(r

aux

2 [0; N � 1℄) establish that r

0

= r

aux

2

mod N

0

, and hene that

r

0

2 Q

N

(the set of quadrati residues modulo N). Then, the proof that log

g0

b =

log

b

B in turn proves that R

k

= r

0

2

mod N , i.e., that r

0

is the square root

of the value R

k

= h

2

2

k

mod N that the veri�er knows. Thus, r

0

= r. Next,

proof EQLOG-2(r; n;N

0

) in step 4 of the ommit phase in onjuntion with

INTVL(r 2 [0; N � 1℄) show that, neessarily, the same value r is used to blind

the signature on message m.

For the orret blinding, sine it was proven that log

X

m = log

g0

b (= r) for

X = ~s

e

, the reeiver knows that he will be able to ompute s as s = ~s

r

mod n,

one he has omputed r. This holds in spite of the fat that r may be larger

than the unknown quantity '(n), as this merely results in a "wrap-around."

The reeiver will be able to retrieve r, either diretly from the signer, or in

time T by running the time-line's fored open algorithm.

Third-party release. We see that the ommitter has to ompute s

1=r

mod n in

the blinding step (step 1). This orresponds to raising the signature s to the

value 1=r mod '(n). This is not a problem if the ommitter is also the signer, as

he would know '(n). However, the above tehnique does not allow one party to

ommit to a signature that was generated by another party. In the full version

of the paper, we show how to do this eÆiently for RSA signatures. We now

show how this an be done for Shnorr and DSA signatures, allowing the timed

release of signatures by parties other than the signer. This may be a bene�ial

property in payment shemes, among other appliations.

4.2 Timed Shnorr signatures

In order not to diverge too muh from ommon notation, but still not to overload

parameter names, we will be using an horizontal line above signature-spei�

names. Let g be a generator of a group of size q, and let all omputation, where

appliable, be modulo p, where q divides p � 1. We let x 2 Z

q

be the seret

key, and y = g

x

be the publi key. Reall that a Shnorr signature is generated

as follows. The signer selets k 2

R

Z

q

, and omputes � = g

k

mod p and s =

k + xh(m; �) mod q, where m is the message to be signed.



Commit phase. We assume for simpliity that the signer and the veri�er have

already done a time-line ommitment TL(r), and that the ommitter knows a

signature (�; s) on a message m known by both the ommitter and the reeiver.

(Note that the omitter does not need to be the signer in the following.) The

ommitter and reeiver perform the following steps:

1. Appliation of blinding fator. Let r be the blinding value time-ommitted

to. Let ~s = s=r mod q be the blinded signature, and ~g = g

r

mod p the

blinded generator. The ommitter outputs (~g; �; ~s).

2. Auxiliary ommitments and proof of uniqueness. This is performed identi-

ally to how it was performed for timed RSA release.

3. Proof of orret blinding. The veri�er heks that ~g

~s

= �y

h(m;�)

mod p.

The ommitter proves that log

g

~g = log

g0

b (= r) using EQLOG-2(r; p;N

0

),

and that r = log

g

~g is in the right interval using INTVL(r 2 [0; N � 1℄).

Open and fored open phases. The veri�er obtains r from the signer or

from the time-line Then, the veri�er unblinds the signature: s = ~sr mod q, and

outputs (m; �; s).

Theorem 3. Under the hardness of the disrete logarithm problem and the gen-

eralized BBS assumption, the sheme above is a (T; t; �) timed Shnorr signature

sheme.

The proof of this theorem is similar to that for RSA signatures (Theorem 2),

and will be given in the full version of the paper.

4.3 Timed DSA signatures

We use similar notation here as above for Shnorr signatures. Let m be the

(hashed) message to be signed. A DSA signature is generated by the signer

seleting k 2

R

Z

q

, omputing � = g

k

mod p, � = � mod q, and s = k

�1

(m +

x�) mod q. As for Shnorr signatures, the ommitter may be a di�erent entity

than the signer; in that ase, however, we assume that he knows the auxiliary

information �.

Commit phase. We assume for simpliity that the signer and the veri�er have

already done a time-line ommitment TL(r), and that the ommitter knows the

unredued signature (�; s) on a message m. The ommitter and reeiver perform

the following steps:

1. Appliation of blinding fator. Let r be the blinding value ommitted to.

Let ~� = �

r

mod p, and ~s = s=r mod q. The ommitter outputs (~�; �; �; ~s).

2. Auxiliary ommitments and proof of uniqueness. This is performed identi-

ally to how it was performed for timed RSA and Shnorr release.

3. Proof of orret blinding. The veri�er heks that ~�

~s

�

p

g

m

y

�

. The om-

mitter proves that log

�

~� = log

g0

b (= r) using EQLOG-2(r; p;N

0

), and that

r = log

�

~� is in the right interval using INTVL(r 2 [0; N � 1℄).



Open and fored open phases. The value r is omputed as above. Then, the

veri�er unblinds the signature: s = ~sr mod q. He outputs (m;�; s).

Theorem 4. Under the hardness of the disrete logarithm problem and the gen-

eralized BBS assumption, the sheme above is a (T; t; �) timed DSA signature

sheme.

Proof in the full version of the paper.
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